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f,QI\Q CONIRQL PROGB.M 

BY THE COMMISSION: 

NOTICE is hereby given by the Florida Public Service 
Conunission that the action discussed herein is preliminary in 
nature and will become final unless a person whose interests 
are adversely affected files a petition for a formal 
proceeding. pursuant to Rule 25-22.029, Florida Administrative 
Code~ 

On August 14, 1989, Florida Power & Light Company (FPL) 
filed a petition for approval of a permanent 
Commercial/Industrial Load Control (CILC) program eligible for 
energy conservation cost recovery (ECCR). The program for 
which FPL requested approval was a modified version of its 
trial CILC program which we approved on October 7, 1987, in 
Order No. 18259. 

Under the trial program, twenty large demand customers, 
from the GSLD-2, GSLD-3, CS-2 and CS-3 classes, were to be 
recruited during the first phase. During the next twelve 
months, FPL planned to add some twenty-five addi tiona! 
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customers from these clClSSes. All customers participating in 
the load control project would be required to take service on 
the appropriate General Service Large Demand (GSLD) rate. In 
Order .No. 18259 we identified the following objectives for the 
trial project: 

o to test if Solid State Data Receivers (GSLD billing 
eguiproent) can be successfully used for load control 
operations; 

o to identify market potential for the CILC program; 

o to accurately measure the KW demand savings 
achievable through a program of this kind; and 

o to measure payback demand (demand that comes back on 
the system at the conclusion of the control period) 
and net energy effects of a CILC program on customer 
USitge. 

Onder the trial program customers committed a fixed amount 
o! load (at least 1,000 KW) to be controlled. FPI,~ then 
installed service breakers, which were controlled by FPL, at 
the customers• service panel. Under normal circumstances, FPL 
would in.terrupt the customers • loads during periods of 
emergency conditions or capacity shortages. Participating 
customers were normally given a minimum of four hours notice 
before a breaker was opened to disconnect an agreed-upon 
amount of load. In system emergencies, FPL could disconnect 
the load \olith only as much notice as it was possible to give, 
or with no notice at all if necessary to maintain system 
integrity. or to maintain service for firm customers. 
GSLD-2/GSLOT-.2 customers were paid $3.40 per KW per month for 
the controlled load. GSLD~3/GSLDT-3 customers were paid $3. 75 
()er .'KW per month. 

fPL filed no supporting documentation with its August 14, 
1989, petition for approval of the permanent CILC program. 
1'he.refore, at the September 13, 1989 agenda conference we 
approved an exten.sion of the trial project and ordered that 
all cor;ts for the program recovered through the ECCR clause 
after September 30. 1~89 be held subject to refund in the 
event the permanent program failed to meet the appropriate 
criteria for energy conservation cost recovery. 
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FPL proposes to make permanent a modified version of the 
trial project. Under the proposed permanent program customers 
wi 11 be .regu ired to sign up for an initial term of ten years 
and to provide five years' notice of intent to transfer from 
CILC to firm service. The four-hour notice to the customer by 
the company prior to controlling load under the trial project 
has been eliminated. The proposed permanent program will also 
eliminate any limitations on the frequency and duration of 
interruptions. Under the trial project there was a maximum of 
fifteen control periods and a four-hour duration limit on each 
control period. 

Customers participating in the trial project ha~e been 
required to allow FPL to control at least 1000 KW of the 
customer's load. This minimum requirement is being lowered to 
500 KW in the permanent program. One other change from the 
trial project to the permanent program is the penalty for 
exceet!ing contracted firm demand during a load control 
period. Under the proposed permanent prog.ram customers wi 11 
be billed for the difference between the firm on-peak demand 
charge and the load control on-peak demand charge for the 
excess KW for the prior 60 months or the number of months 
since the customer began CILC servicel whichever is less. In 
addition a penalty charge of $1.00 per KW of excess KW for 
each month of rebilling will be assessed. However, the 
penalty and rebilling will not apply if the customer 
subsequently adjusts his firm demand in accordance with 
paragraph 7 of the agreement. Under the trial project, the 
customers were required to pay a penalty of all excess load 
control dem!tnd credits they had received since beginning CILC 
.service plus $1. 00 per KW of excess KW for each month of 
rebilling. 

The design and level of the charges have also been 
changed. Under the trial project, CILC customers take service 
on a laxge demand rate schedule and receive a monthly credit 
of $3.40 if taking service on GSLD-2 and $3. 75 if on GSLD-3 
for each load control .KW. The permanent ClLC proposal has a 
rate st'rUct·ure similar to the Inter rupt.ible Service Time of 
Use {lST) r~te schedule with (1) a maximum demand charge for 
dis,tribution system costs, (2) a load centro 1 on-peak demand 
charg~ to .recover tr~nsmission plant costs. ( 3) a firm on-peak 
demand charge for protluction plant, (4) customer and (5) 
energy charges. The level of the difference between firm and 
CILC rates for the permanent program is greater on average 
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than for the tri~l project. The tariff sheets for the 
proposed permanent program are appended hereto as Attachment 1. 

FPL project!!; a dem~tnd reduction capability of 335 MW by 
1992 from CILC and IST'-l customers. The company maintains 
that it is virtually impossible at this point in time to 
project the demand reduction for the CILC program alone 
because the CILC program is still in a pilot mode and the 
interruptible rate is relatively new. 

FPL has provided two basic cost-effectiveness analyses in 
support of its petition for approval of the permanent CILC 
program. The fir:st of these is an analysis using Electric 
Power Research Institute's (EPRI' s) Load Management strategy 
Testing Model (LMSTM). Benefits over the period from 1989 
through 2007 are projected to be approximately $215 million 
dollars and costs over the same time frame are projected to be 
approximately $158 million dollars. This yields a 
benefit-cost ratio of about 1. 36. The second analysis uses 
the cost-effectiveness test specified in Rule 25-17.008, 
Florida Administrative Code. Under this model, benefits are 
approximately $255 million dollars. Costs are again estimated 
at $157 million dollars~ giving a benefit-cost ratio of 
approximately l. 61. These differences are not considered to 
be significant since the algorithms of the two models are 
quite different. 

We believe there are several errors in FPL's 
cost-e~fectiveness calculations. In both of FPL's 
cost-effect:i ve ana lyses, the expected or estimated reduction 
in coincident peak demand is based on. the load research data 
for all general se~vice large demand customers, and not on the 
relationship between the actual demands of the CILC customers 
during load cont.rol periods and matching days. We believe 
that the actual data should be used and the coincident demand 
reduction calculated as we stated in Order No. 18259: 

Th~ ~oltd state data recorders can measure 
dE;tmand during any time period. Therefore~ 
measurements on load control days can he 
matched with demand data on similar weather 
day:s to determine how much coincident load 
is being reduced due to the progr:am. 
Moreover 1 the devices are already installed 
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as billing devices for 
recruited !or the program. 

the customers 

Furthermore, as we stated in Order No. 18259 one of the 
objectives of the trial program is to measure accurately the 
KW demand savings achievable through a program of this kind. 

Our Order (No. 18259) requires the use of the data from 
the trial project to calculate demand reductions. The use of 
load data for ,All general service large demand customers 
overestimates the coincident peak demand reductions from the 
ClLC program. 'Ihis is because the general set"vice large 
demand customer$ as a group are more peak intensive or use a 
larger proportion of their electric requirements during peak 
hours than the customers on the CILC program. The company in 
an October 27, 198.9 written response to a staff inquiry stated 
that the paz:ticipants in the trial project are industrial 
customers., whose loa~ shapes are not affected by weather 
(e~cf!pt one hospital .• wh~eh "'as the smallest customer in the 
t:rlal,). 'l'bus the use o.f the load (!ata for ill general service 
demand cu$tomers overestimates coincident peak reductions for 
th~ CI.LC customers. 

A second prOb.i . .2rn with FPL' s cost effecti vene~s ana lysis is 
their calcul~tion of the program cost for the incentive 
received }Jy the customer for his participation in the 
program. The incentive should be t.he difference between what 
the custo.me.,. would pay on the otherwise applicable firm rate 
and the Cite program. Tbe company has subtracted or excluded 
the curtailment credits in the calculation of the incentive. 
ClLC loctd provides all of the benefits provicled by curtai lable 
load as well as additional benefits. By not including the 
curtail~ble crec:lit:s as part of the customer incentive program 
cost fPL bas double-,counted the benefits. 

f'PL previously recognh:ed this principle in its filing of 
its CILC trial pr()ject. The company offered the ClLC credit 
<;>rtly to customers paying firm GSLO/CLSDT rates. Curtailable 
service. customers could not get the current curtailment credit 
plus the ClLC credit but had to transfer to the firm rate to 
get the Clt:.C credit. Also, the company used the full CILC 
credit in the cost .... effectiveness analysis for the trial 
project; it did not subtract the curtailment credit from the 
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CILC ere~it in the calculati.on of the customer incentive 
program cost. 

The . cQmpany . has also incot:rectly assumed that 
partJ~~iPition in the program and interruptible service "'ill be 
propott.iooa,1 to eac;h generJl service large demand and 
curt.ail~})lc service rate classes • 12 CP (coincident peak) 
demand •t .gene:ration. .Current participation is quite 
diffetent from t.t\is assumption. 

At-tachment 2 i.s a staff-prepared summary cost analysis for 
the ClLC p.rogram "'hich corrects the aforementioned problems. 
The derttand reduct:i.on at generation (column (2}) was calculated 
us~ng the f!lYer:age coincident peak reductions during 10 months 
of the experimental period for CILC customers expected to 
remain on the program. Tlte average coincident peak reductions 
are based. on the difference between the average KW demand 
during tt\e load. control period and the average KW demand 
dt.Jt'~~9 ttre same hours on the matching day. adjusted for 
losses. Column a~ the .incentive, represents the difference 
bett~~f!en f,trrn an4 cn .. c rates for the billing determinants of 
thO$~ cus.toroe:rs eJEpected to remain on t.he CILC program.. 

Attil~hinent 3 is a surnm:ny benefit analysis for the CILC 
pr;ogr~tm has.t!t1 on our cost-effectiveness test. The benefits 
include av,oi)1ed g~net'atlng unit fixed and variable costs as 
w~ll a:s fu~l savi,.ngs from the program. The unit that is being 
<}vOided Js il 1.992 combined cycle plant valued at $533 per 
kilo',latt in 1.989 c:Jollars. Since this plant would have 
di~)llaced a .less efficient plant had it been built, the 
b(;!:rtefl't~ .· sho~.n on Attachment 3 have been appropriately 
decreased by the figur.es shown in column ( 6) . 

Using t:he benefits of approximately $255 million dollars 
trom th.S PSC c()st-e.f.fectiveness test, the benefit-cost ratio 
of this iU'IIllYsis is approximately 1. 27. 

One oJ the pl(tpos~s ot the trial project was to determine 
wbetbtH' o~ not the cu..c progrotm would yield KWH savings. FPL 
hots not PJ:ov.ided ~ny information in this regard. In the 
aoa'ly~$es •ntlo.ned ~tbov.e, it bas been assumed that each 
customer would be controlled for 200 hours each year. 
lio~evt;!t~ it is not known "'hether some or all of this energy 
would be made up during non-control periods. If all of the 
energy is made up, revenue losses would be smaller by about 22 
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million dollars. But~ on the benefit side, program fuel 
savings 1o1ould also drop by a like amount. In that case the 
proqram would still be cost effective. 

Since it is difficult at this time to project the 
participation rate for the CILC program alone, the 
co.st-effectiveness analysis includes the ef.fects of customers 
on both interruptible and CILC rates. As mentioned 
previously, this is because the program is in a pilot state. 
Potential customers did not know whether a permanent program 
would be approved. and, if approved, what its terms and 
conditions would be. Also, since the interruptible rate is 
relatively new, customers are not sure whether they prefer to 
participate in the CltC program or be on the interruptible 
rate. ln this situation, it will be important to allocate 
only those costs directly attributable to the CILC program for 
conservation cost recovery purposes. 

Furthermo·re, $1.70 per KW of load control credit for 
former curtailable serv1ce (CS) customers should not be 
recovered through ECCR. As we stated in Order No. 18259, "the 
ba.se rate11 of all classes being recruited for the program have 
been designed in rate cases to recover the $1.70 per KW 
curtailment credit. To allow recovery of the full load 
control credit through ECCR for former cs customers would 
the.refore result in double recovery of the $1.70 per KW." 

A(ter the permanent program has been in place for one 
year, the company should be able to make reasonable 
projectiorts about CILC program participation rates and refined 
estimates of demand savings. At that time, the company shall 
file an updated cost-effectiveness analysis for the CILC 
progr.am alone. An updated cost-effectiveness analysis is 
important also because the required load under control has 
been reduced from 1000 KW to 500 KW, which could negatively 
impact the cost. effectiveness of the program if smaller 
custorners with different load cha racteri sties begin taking 
service on the CILC program. As with any conservation program 
that has been approved for ECCR, our staff will periodically 
monitor the cost-effectiveness as well as other aspects of the 
Cl'LC program. 

Fu.rthecmore, the Company, 
pursuant to Rule 25-17. oos ( 6); 
shall include activity in 

in filing its FEECA reports 
Florida Admini strati ve Code, 
signing up customers for 
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interruptible rates in addition to the activity in the CILC 
program. Costs should be reported separately for each using 
the approved allocation method. This information will be used 
to monitor the demand savings achieved by each program. 

As a further condition to our approval of the permanent 
CILC program we require that the Company file a semi-annual 
monitoring report on the transferring of load controlled under 
the CILC program to firm demand or firm or curtailable 
service. The report should include the following data by 
customer: (a) total load transferred; (b) percentage the 
transferred load is of the total load under control by this 
program; (c) rebilling penalty; and (d) if the customer was 
not rebilled, justification of why the customer was not 
rebilled. 

In order to avoid a lapse in the current CILC service 
being offered under the trial program, the trial CILC program 
will be extended until such time as the permanent program rate 
schedule becomes effective. In the event that this order is 
protested, the existing trial CILC program will remain 
effective until a final decision is made. 

In consideration of the foregoing, it is 

ORDERED that Florida Power and Light Company's petition 
for approval of a permanent Corrunercial/Industrial Load Control 
Program is hereby partially granted, as follows: 

l. At the end of the fi est year of the 
permanent program, FPL will make projections 
of future participation in the CILC program 
which should not include Interruptible 
Service (ISt-ll customers. Projections of 
contracted firm load. controllable load and 
coincident peak hour load shall be 
included. A cost-effectiveness analysis 
shall also be provided to Staff for the CILC 
program, looking forward over the planning 
horizon of the utility with base year 1991; 

2. The expenses to be recovered through the 
Energy Conservation Cost Recovery Proceeding 
(ECCR) will be only those dollars directly 
attributable to the CILC program. As 
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required by Order No. 18259 at page 4, $1.70 
of load control credit for former 
curtailable service (CS) customers shall not 
be rec·overed through ECCR until the 
conclusion of tbe company's next rate case 
because it is being recovered through the 
base rates of all classes; 

3. The f"EECA reports required by Rule 
25-17,005(6), Florida Administrative Code, 
should provide data separately for the CILC 
program and for IST-l customers with 
appropriate allocation of the costs; and 

-4 • The company shall file 
months on any load that 
load control to firm 
curtailable service. 

reports every si~ 
is transferred from 

demand, firm or 

It is further 

ORDERED that Florida Power & Light Company's trial 
Commercial/Industrial Load Control Program is hereby extended 
until such time as the permanent Commercial/Industrial Load 
Control ,Project ptoposed herein becomes effective or in the 
event that this Order is protested, until final resolution of 
this docket is rendered. 

BY ORDER of 
thi$ "" 26th 

( S E A L ) 

(6439L)MAP:bmi 

the Florida Public Service Commission, 
day of MARCH 1990 

S'l'EVE TRIBBLE, Director 
Division of Records and Reporting 

by:...· __.k:~~~:;C:;..;hi::;p..: _.~if:~....r_e~-u1Jo-f-R-ec-o-rd-s 

1'be Florida Public Service Commission is required by 
Sect .ion 120.59 ( 4}, Florida Statutes, to not if~ parties of any 
administrative hearing or judicial review of Commission orders 
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